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Abstract
Aerodynamic asymmetry plays an important role in spin behavior of fighters , making some of spins
unrecoverable. In this work, the influence of the varying value of the lateral aerodynamic asymmetry on the
spin parameters of a transport aircraft is studied by direct calculation of spin parameters applying continuation
on a parameter technique. The sensitivity of spin modes to uncertainties in other aerodynamic parameters is
studied using robust analysis tools (μ-analysis).
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1. Introduction
Reliable prediction of aircraft spin and other critical regimes is entirely related to the adequacy of the
aerodynamic model used for the analysis. It is known that aerodynamic asymmetry plays an
important role in stall and spin behavior of fighters. Due to the yaw asymmetry, the right spins can
significantly differ from the left ones, and flat spin modes can become unrecoverable [1]. The aim of
this work is to investigate the influence of aerodynamic asymmetry on the parameters of the spin
modes of a transport aircraft. In this study, NASA Common Research Model (CRM), a long-haul
aircraft is used. CRM was developed by NASA and Boeing for comparative experimental and
numerical studies. The model geometry, including the 3D mathematical model of the surface, is
taken from [2]. For NASA CRM, a series of experimental studies of stationary aerodynamics at high
speeds, including transonic ones, were carried out in various wind tunnels in the USA, Europe and
Japan, and a number of investigations of dynamics were carried out [3].
TsAGI has produced a dynamically scaled NASA CRM model. It was designed for different
aerodynamic and dynamic studies. The mathematical model of aerodynamics is built on the basis of
measurements of aerodynamic efforts in two low-speed TsAGI wind tunnels during static, forced
oscillatory, and rotary balance tests in a wide range of angles of attack, sideslip angles, angular rates
and various controls deflections, from ordinary flight to the post-stall region. Comparison of similar
aerodynamic characteristics obtained in two different wind tunnels demonstrates a random sign of
aerodynamic asymmetry that occurs at zero sideslip and zero angular rate in some ranges of angle
of attack due to flow separation. The value of this asymmetry, as all measured parameters, has an
uncertainty, especially since all spin-tunnel models operate at very low Reynolds numbers compared
to full-scale aircraft. A significant influence of the uncertainties of some aerodynamic characteristics
on the spin parameters was found in [4] for a light aircraft. The value of the aerodynamic asymmetry
depends on the features of the flow separation, and in this work it is assumed that it varies from zero
to the maximum values observed in wind tunnel experiments. The possible influence of uncertainties
in other aerodynamic parameters is also taken into account.
The influence of aerodynamic asymmetry is studied by direct calculation of the spin parameters for
various values of the asymmetry of the lateral characteristics of the developed aerodynamic model
using continuation on a parameter technique [5-7] and related methods of bifurcation and stability
analysis. The influence of uncertainties in other aerodynamic parameters on the obtained spin
parameters is studied using robust analysis tools (μ-analysis) [8].
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2. Aerodynamic Model
2.1 Scaled CRM model
A general view of the CRM model in the TsAGI low speed wind tunnel is shown in Fig.1. The scaled
CRM model has the following parameters: wing span b=1.2 m, wing mean chord c  0.143 m ,
reference wing area S=0.16m 2, inertia matrix I = diag (Ix , Iy , Iz) = diag (0.110, 0.245, 0.389) kg∙m 2.
The original CRM has no control surfaces. The TsAGI model was supplemented with a common set
of control surfaces driven by servos: elevator, ailerons and rudder.

Figure 1 – CRM model in the TsAGI wind tunnel.

2.2 Aerodynamic model structure and main aerodynamic characteristics
An aerodynamic model for high angles of attack conditions is usually formulated by using
experimental data obtained in a wind tunnel from static, small amplitude forced oscillations (in pitch,
roll and yaw) and rotary balance tests. At high angles of attack, the aircraft motion with intensive
rotation can strongly affect the separated flow, and the aerodynamic coefficients become highly
dependent on the aircraft conical rate. This dependence can be described as follows [1,4]:
Ci  Cis.r. ( ,  , pa , )  Ciqa qa  Cira ra

where Ci ( i  X , Y , Z , l , m, n ) are the coefficients of dimensionless aerodynamic forces and moments,
α and β are the angles of attack and sideslip,   ( e ,  a ,  r ) are the deflections of elevator, aileron
and rudder, pa , qa and ra are roll, pitch and yaw rate projections of angular rate on wind axes
respectively, related to the body axes angular rates p, q, r as follows:

pа  p cos  cos   r sin  cos   q sin 
qа   p cos  sin   r sin  sin   q cos 
ra  p sin   r cos 
where pa coincides with the rate of rotation in rotary balance tests, and ra , qa , components
represent misalignment between velocity and angular velocity vectors. The misalignment
components are usually small with respect to rotary balance rate. The force and moment coefficients
representation used in the work for spin parameter calculation is the following:
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C X  C X ( ,  )  C X ( , pa )  C X ( , e )
CZ  CZ ( ,  )  CZ ( , pa )  CZ ( , e )

CY  CY 0 ( )  CY ( ,  )  CY ( , pa )  CY ( , a )  CY ( , r )
Cm  Cm ( ,  )  Cm ( , pa )  Cm ( , e )  Cmqa qa

(1)

Cl  Cl 0 ( )  Cl ( ,  )  Cl ( , pa )  Cl ( , a )  Cl ( , r )  Clqa qa  Clra ra
Cn  Cn0 ( )  Cn ( ,  )  Cn ( , pa )  Cn ( , a )  Cn ( , r )  Cnqa qa  Clra ra
The lateral coefficients Ci (i  Y , l , n) in formula (1) contain separate terms Ci 0 ( ) to emphasize
the significance of the lateral asymmetry that is caused by the asymmetric flow separation in the stall
region. Figure 2 shows the results for Cl 0 ( ) , Cn0 ( ) , and CY 0 ( ) , obtained with zero sideslip in
the TsAGI wind tunnels T-103 and T-105. Three areas of asymmetry are observed in the T-103:
  10 14 - asymmetric flow separation on the wing,   24  28 - asymmetric flow separation
around the engine nacelles and the most noticeable asymmetry at   50  70 , apparently related
to the asymmetry of the separated flow around fuselage nose. It should be noted that the last
observed asymmetry has different signs when measured in T-103 and T-105 wind tunnels. In addition,
the asymmetry at   10 14 is not observed in the T-105 wind tunnel. For this reason, the regions
of asymmetry at   24  28 and   50 70 were taken into account in the mathematical model,
and the functions of its description are included in the model with a multiplicative parameter that
makes it possible to scale or nullify the contribution of the asymmetry or change the sign of its
influence.
To facilitate the implementation of the continuation technique, the nonlinear experimental
dependencies Ci ( ,  ) ( i  Y , l, m, n ) in (1) are approximated by 3-rd order polynomials of β. The
nonlinear functions Ci ( , pa ) ( i  Y , l, n ) are similarly approximated by 3-rd order polynomials of pa
using the standard least-square approach. The dependence of the roll and yaw moment coefficients
of the CRM model on angle of attack and sideslip is presented in Fig. 3, and the dependence of roll
and yaw moment coefficients on angle of attack and non-dimensional angular rate   pab / (2V )
(V is the magnitude of the aircraft velocity) is presented in Fig. 4.

Figure 2 – Dependence of lateral static coefficients on angle of attack at zero sideslip
obtained in two different wind tunnels.
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Figure 3 – Dependence of roll and yaw moment coefficients on angle of attack and sideslip.

Figure 4 – Dependence of roll and yaw moment coefficients on angle of attack and nondimensional conical angular rate.

3. Calculation of spin parameters
The calculation of spin and other critical regimes and its dependence on aerodynamic asymmetry is
carried out using the standard technique of numerical continuation of equilibrium and periodic
solutions of nonlinear aircraft dynamics on a parameter [5-7]. The usual way to analyze the aircraft
spin dynamics is to consider the 8-th order autonomous system of motion equations obtained from
the complete six-degree of freedom motion equations under the assumption of a fixed altitude using
the aerodynamic model (1):
(2)
x  F ( x, )

'
8
where the state vector is x  (V ,  ,  ,  , , p, q, r )  R , and the control vector is   ( e ,  a ,  r ) . The
yaw angle   (r cos   q sin  ) / cos which indicates the aircraft rotation, is determined by
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independent integration. In the procedure of continuation, the deflection of one of the control surfaces
is used as a parameter, and two others are fixed. The thrust is considered equal to zero. The
equilibrium states are determined by the system of algebraic equations:
(3)
F ( x, )  0
The starting points of curves (3) in R9 can be found by approximate methods [1]. When calculating
equilibria their local stability is also analyzed using a linearized system of equations. The continuation
of limit cycles or periodic solutions is performed by solving the parameter dependent boundary-value
problem:

x(T , )  x(0,  )  0

3.1 Sensitivity of spin parameters to lateral aerodynamic asymmetry
Figures 5 and 6 show examples of the equilibrium parameters and amplitudes of limit cycle solutions
depending on the aileron deflection at δe = -15o, δr = 0, for the value of asymmetry parameter
coinciding with that observed in T-103, and for the symmetrized model of aerodynamics, respectively.
Different colors correspond to different stability properties (qualitatively different distributions of the
equilibrium eigenvalues), see Fig.7. Stable solutions that occur in flight are shown in red. For periodic
solutions, only stable ones are shown. The spin modes observable in flight correspond to stable
equilibrium solutions (steady spin) or stable periodic solutions (oscillatory spin). It can be seen that
the differences between the bifurcation diagrams in Fig. 5 and 6 lies mainly in the range of angles of
attack   24  35 .

Figure 5 – Steady-states and limit cycle solutions depending on the aileron deflection,
δe = -15o, δr = 0, with asymmetry.
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Figure 6 – Steady-state and limit cycle solutions depending on the aileron deflection,
δe = -15o, δr = 0, symmetric case.

Figure 7 – Color codes for qualitatively different distributions of equilibrium eigenvalues.
In the case of asymmetry, there are ranges of very steep spins at  a  17  0,   23  25 , and

 a  4  0,   30  25 , which are absent in the symmetric case. The first range of these spin
solutions (steady or oscillatory) is caused solely by aerodynamic asymmetry, the second range is
caused by other aerodynamic uncertainties. It can appear or disappear with a slight change of the
symmetrical aerodynamics, as shown in Fig. 8. The trajectories of stable oscillatory spins caused by
aerodynamic asymmetry are shown in Fig. 9 for several aileron deflections.
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Figure 8 – Comparison of steady-state and limit cycle solutions depending on the aileron deflection,
δe = -15o, δr = 0, a) with asymmetry, b) without asymmetry, c) without asymmetry, with
uncertainties.

Figure 9 –Trajectories of stable oscillatory spins caused by aerodynamic asymmetry, depending on
the aileron deflection.
Since the aerodynamic asymmetry is a very uncertain parameter, it is therefore necessary to analyze
the spin dependence on its value. Figures 10 and 11 show steady-state spins for different values of
aerodynamic asymmetry (only three components from the eighth-length state vector are here
presented: α, β, p). It can be seen that the range of spins decreases considerably with decreasing
aerodynamic asymmetry, and for a level of asymmetry equal to 25% of its nominal value, there is no
spin. Thus, to reliably predict the aircraft spin in flight, it is important to have an accurate estimate of
the magnitude of the aerodynamic asymmetry and accurately transfer it from the wind tunnel
conditions for a scaled model to the actual flight of the aircraft.
Note that other stable equilibria and limit circles in Figs. 5-6 at α~20o are practically independent of
the aerodynamic asymmetry. They describe self-induced oscillations that transform into autorotation
7
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motion with increasing aileron deflection.

Figure 10 – Steady-state spins at different values of aerodynamic asymmetry, ω>0.

Figure 11– Steady-state spins at different values of aerodynamic asymmetry, ω<0.
Another significant range of aerodynamic asymmetry is at angles of attack   50  70 . To find the
possible spin regimes at these high angles of attack, the equilibrium solutions were calculated
similarly, continuing on deflections of different control surfaces. Figures 12 and 13a) show such
examples at a high level of aerodynamic asymmetry. It can be seen that there are no stable solutions
that could cause spin in flight. The analysis shows that in the entire permissible range of control
surfaces deflections, there are also no limit circles (corresponding to oscillatory spins). With zero
aerodynamic asymmetry, there are no equilibrium solutions at high angles of attack. Thus, at high
angles of attack for the considered mathematical model of the CRM aerodynamics, there are no spin
modes affected by aerodynamic asymmetry.
To make sure of this, the aerodynamic model with uncertainties was also considered, since
uncertainties can sometimes lead to a significant change in the spin picture [4]. For the worst-case
roll and yaw moment uncertainties (largest range of equilibrium solutions), the equilibria caused by
aerodynamic asymmetry versus elevator deflection are shown in Fig.13b) for uncertainty levels of 10
and 15%. It can be seen that in this case there are also no stable solutions (spin modes).
Steady-state steep spins at moderate α caused by aerodynamic asymmetry, depending on the
elevator deflection, and different δa or δr are shown in Figs.14 and 15, respectively. It can be seen
that in this case, the region of spins is noticeable.
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Figure 12 – Equilibrium solutions at high angles of attack due to the aerodynamic asymmetry
depending on the elevator deflection.

Figure 13– Equilibria at high angles of attack due to aerodynamic asymmetry depending on the
elevator deflection a) at different rudder deflections b) uncertainties of static yaw and roll moments.

Figure 14 – Equilibria and steady-state spins (red) due to aerodynamic asymmetry depending on
the elevator deflection and varied δa.
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Figure 15 – Equilibria and steady-state spins due to aerodynamic asymmetry depending on the
elevator deflection, and varied δr.

4. Sensitivity of the parameters of spins caused by aerodynamic asymmetry, to
uncertainties of other aerodynamic parameters
It was found in [4] that the uncertainties of the aerodynamic model can significantly affect the
bifurcation diagrams calculated for predicting spin and spin parameters. The values of the
uncertainties included in the aerodynamic model in [4] were determined from a series of repeated
measurements of static characteristics of a light aircraft for various combinations of angle of attack
and sideslip, different methods of model suspension, various flow rates in the wind tunnel. The
analysis was performed by directly calculating the spin parameters using the continuation on a
parameter technique.
In this work, we use another approach to analyzing the sensitivity of the spin parameters to the
uncertainties of the aerodynamic model. Consider any stable spin equilibrium caused by
aerodynamic asymmetry (Figs. 10, 11). Its stability is determined by calculating the eigenvalues of an
8-th order system linearized near this stable spin equilibrium x s :
x  Ax, A 

F
x x
s

(5)

To determine whether the spin equilibrium x s remains stable when aerodynamic parameters vary near
their nominal values in model (1), it is possible with using the robust stability analysis [6], in particular,
using the structured singular value (μ) analysis, which allows to estimate the robust stability and its
margins for the interconnection

where G(s) is linear time invariant system described by equation (5) and Δ=diag(Δ1, …, Δn) is, in our
case ,a bounded time invariant uncertainty, i  i . The μ – analysis guarantees robust stability, that
is asymptotical stability of the uncertain system for all values of the modeled uncertainty within the
given bounds, if μ (the upper bound of the structured singular value) is less than 1.
Since the considered model of aerodynamics is heuristic, all parameters are uncertain. It was found
[4] that the uncertainties of the roll and yaw moment coefficients have an especially large effect on
the spin parameters. For this reason, we consider here as uncertain derivatives Clα, Clβ, Clp, Clr, Cnα,
10
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Cnβ, Cnp, Cnr, all together or separately, calculated near several spin equilibrium x s due to
aerodynamic asymmetry. This means that elements (6,2), (6,3), (6,6), (6,8), (8,2), (8,3), (8,6), (8,8)
of matrix A in Eq.(5) (remembering that the state vector is x  (V ,  ,  ,  ,  , p, q, r )'  R8 ), are
uncertain.
Assume that the uncertainty value of each of these derivatives is 10%. Figure 16 shows the mu
values calculated for the cases of one of the listed uncertainties or all of them together. It can be
seen that the system can lose stability in the case of all uncertain derivatives for the first spin mode
(α=23.06o), but remains robustly stable in all three other cases. Note that if the equilibrium becomes
unstable, this does not mean that the spin disappears: the steady-state spin can become oscillatory
(the answer can be given using bifurcation analysis).
The value margin  1/  gives the stability margin of an uncertain system: the system is stable if the
norm of i-th uncertainty is less than margin  i . Figure 16 allows to estimate the uncertainty of which
derivative has greater effect on the robust stability of spin: in this case it is the derivatives Clp and
Cnα.
In the case of robust stability analysis of spin equilibrium, the larger the stability margin, the more
dangerous this spin mode. In other words, this spin mode exist despite an inaccurate knowledge of
the aircraft aerodynamics. Thus, the robust stability test can provide some information about the
danger of the spin regime, in addition to another danger metric: the size of its region of attraction [9].
Figure 17 shows changing of the bifurcation diagram (a part of Fig. 5) at different uncertainties of
yaw and roll moments within the considered limits. It can be seen that steep spin at   30  35
changes insignificantly, but the region of very steep spin at   23  28 due to aerodynamic
asymmetry can change considerably.

Figure 16 – Robust stability of spin regimes due to aerodynamic asymmetry at different
aerodynamic uncertainties of yaw and roll moments.
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Figure 17 – Spins caused by aerodynamic asymmetry, depending on the aileron deflection, at
different uncertainties of yaw and roll moments.

5. Spin recovery
Recovery from all the detected spin modes of CRM model, which occurred due to aerodynamic
asymmetry, is possible by moving the controls to the neutral position. This recovery takes from 1 to
2 turns, see Fig.18. Improved methods allow to do this faster, but this is not the subject of this
study.

Figure 18 – Spin recovery by moving the controls to the neutral position.

6. Conclusions
The effect of lateral aerodynamic asymmetry on the spin parameters of the Common Research Model
was studied using the direct calculation of the spin parameters applying the continuation on a
parameter technique. It is established, that the range and the spin parameters can considerably
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depend on the value of aerodynamic asymmetry, Thus, in order to reliably predict the aircraft spin in
flight, it is important to be accurate in estimating the magnitude of the of aerodynamic asymmetry and
translating it from wind tunnel conditions to actual flight of the aircraft. Robust stability analysis of spin
equilibria allows to confirm the existence of spin in the presence of uncertainties in the aerodynamic
coefficients, that is, despite inaccurate knowledge of the aerodynamics of the aircraft.
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